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ABSTRACT: In current era there are large number of applications which are producing large amount of multimedia 

data. The collected data can be processed to generated a well represented format.  So that analyzed data can be used in 

various types of decision making purposes.  In current time various data mining techniques are in existence where 

useful data can be  extracted from the existing repository.  The collected data can prevail with various discrepancies. 

Like imbalanced classification. The data once will be segregated or sub divided into multiple classes each class has 

imbalance of the data stream.  Like Airlines data of on time and  late flights. The data in late class is substantially lower 

than the on time  flights. This misclassification can lead towards the poor analysis. For proper analysis the balancing of 

the data classification is required most. Over sampling technique is the best technique using which the imbalanced class 

be balanced using over sampling technique.  All the parameters using AUC and G-mean  will put best results once data 

is balanced using oversampling. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

With the internet age the data and information explosion have resulted in the huge amount of data. Fortunately to gather 

knowledge from such abundant data there exist data mining techniques. As per the definition by G. Ditzler in his book 

Data Mining: Concepts and Techniques [1] the data mining is - Extraction of interesting, non trivial, implicit, 

previously unknown and potentially useful patterns or knowledge from huge amount of data. Data mining has been 

used in various areas like Health care, business intelligence, financial trade analysis, network intrusion detection etc. 

General process of knowledge discovery from data involves data cleaning, data integration, data selection, data mining, 

pattern evaluation and knowledge presentation. Data cleaning, data integration constitute data preprocessing. Here data 

is processed so that it becomes appropriate for the data mining process. Data mining forms the core part of the 

knowledge discovery process. There exist various data mining techniques viz. Classification , Clustering, Association 

rule mining etc. Our work mainly falls under the classification data mining technique.  

Classification is one of the important technique of data mining. It involves use of the model built by learning from the 

historical data to make prediction about the class label of the new data/observations. Formally, it is task of learning a 

target function f, that maps each attribute set x to a set of predefined class labels y. Classification model learned from 

historical data is nothing but the target function. It can serve as a tool to distinguish between the objects of different 

classes as well as to predict class label of unknown records. Fig 1.1 shows the classification 

task which maps attribute set x to its class label y. 

 

Fig.  1 Classification as a task of mapping input attribute set x into its class label y 
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Classification is a pervasive problem that encompasses many diverse applications, right from static datasets to data 

streams. Classification tasks have been employed on static data over the years. In last decade more and more 

applications featuring data streams have been evolving which are a challenge to traditional classification algorithms. 

 

1.1 SMOTE and Fuzzy 

The Synthetic Minority Over Sampling TEchnique (SMOTE) is a widely used technique to balance imbalanced data. In 

this paper we focus on improving SMOTE in the presence of class noise. Many improvements of SMOTE have been 

proposed, mostly cleaning or improving the data after applying SMOTE. Our approach differs from these approaches 

by the fact that it cleans the data before applying SMOTE, such that the quality of the generated instances is better. 

After applying SMOTE we also carry out data cleaning, such that instances (original or introduced by SMOTE) that 

badly fit in the new dataset are also removed. To this goal we propose two prototype selection techniques both based on 

fuzzy rough set theory. The first fuzzy rough prototype selection algorithm removes noisy instances from the 

imbalanced dataset, the second cleans the data generated by SMOTE. An experimental evaluation shows that our 

method improves existing preprocessing methods for imbalanced classification, especially in the presence of noise.  

 

II. LITERATURE SURVEY 

[1] Chong Zhang et. al(2018):Author in this paper shows Imbalanced data with a skewed class distribution are 

common in many real-world applications. Deep Belief Network (DBN) is a machine learning technique that is effective 

in classification tasks. However, conventional DBN does not work well for imbalanced data classification because it 

assumes equal costs for each class. To deal with this problem, cost-sensitive approaches assign different 

misclassification costs for different classes without disrupting the true data sample distributions. 

[2] Jianhong Yan et. al(2018): Learning with imbalanced data sets is considered as one of the key topics in machine 

learning community. Stacking ensemble is an efficient algorithm for normal balance data sets. However, stacking 

ensemble was seldom applied in imbalance data. In this paper, we proposed a novel RE-sample and Cost-Sensitive 

Stacked Generalization (RECSG) method based on 2-layer learning models. Te first step is Level 0 model 

generalization including data preprocessing and base model training. The second step is Level 1 model generalization 

involving cost-sensitive classifier and logistic regression algorithm. In the learning phase, preprocessing techniques can 

be embedded in imbalance data learning methods. In the cost-sensitive algorithm, cost matrix is combined with both 

data characters and algorithms Overview of Methods for Dealing with Skewed Data Streams -Traditional Approaches 

We went through various methods available in the literature to deal with imbalanced datasets and portray some of the 

well known and most popular approaches, algorithms and methods that have been devised to deal with skewed data 

streams. Some of the books that we have referred to get an effective understanding of data mining concepts are Data 

Mining:   Introduction to Data Mining   In the literature there are number of methods addressing class imbalance 

problem but the area of skewed data streams is relatively new to the research community. The sampling based and 

ensemble algorithms are the simplest yet the effective ones. Following paragraphs will provide the brief overview of 

the same. Some of the approaches for dealing with skewed data streams are categorized under following methods. 

 Oversampling. 

 Under-sampling. 

 Cost Sensitive Learning. 

Oversampling and under-sampling are sampling based preprocessing methods of data mining. The main idea in these 

methods is to manipulate the data distributions such that all the classes are represented well in the training or learning 
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datasets. Recent studies in this domain have shown that sampling is effective method to deal with such kind of 

problems. Cost sensitive learning is basically associates cost of misclassifying the examples to penalize the classifier.  

Oversampling: Oversampling is one of the sampling based preprocessing technique in data mining. In oversampling 

the number of minority class instances in increased by either reusing the instances from the previous training/learning 

chunks or by creating the synthetic examples. Oversampling tries to strike the balance between ratio of majority and 

minority. classes. One of the advantage of this method is that using this normal stream classification methods can be 

used. The most commonly used method of oversampling is SMOTE(Synthetic Minority Oversampling Technique). 

Some of the Oversampling based approaches in the literature are discussed below. Most of the stream classification 

algorithms available assume that the streams have balanced distribution of classes. In the last few years few attempts 

have been made to address the problem to deal with skewed data streams.   

 

SERA(Selectively Recursive Approach) framework was proposed by Charu C et. al (2004) in this framework they 

selectively absorbed minority examples from previous chunks into current training chunk to balance it. Similarity 

measure used to select minority examples from previous chunks was great distance.   He [10] was their further work 

after SERA to deal with imbalanced data stream classification. In MuSeRA balancing of training chunk is done in the 

similar way by using large distance as similarity measure to accommodate minority samples accumulated from all the 

previous training chunks. In MuSeRA a hypothesis is built on every training chunk, thus a set of hypothesis is built 

over time as opposed to SERA which maintains only single hypothesis. Here set of hypothesis at time-stamp i will be 

used to predict the classes for instances in test chunk at time-stamp i. In their further work in similar area named 

REA(Recursive Ensemble Approach), in which when next training chunk arrives, it is balanced by adding those 

positive instances from previous chunks which are nearest neighbors of the positive instances in the current training 

chunk, then it is used to build a soft typed hypothesis. In REA for every training chunk a new soft typed hypothesis is 

built. It then uses weighted majority voting to predict the posterior probabilities of test instances, here the weights are 

assigned to different hypothesis based on their performance on current training chunk.   

 

Under-sampling : Under-sampling is another sampling based method which solves the problem by reducing the 

number of majority class instances. This is generally done by altering out the majority class instances or by randomly 

selecting the appropriate number of majority class examples. under-sampling is mostly carried out using the clustering 

method. Using clustering the best representative from the majority class are chosen and the training chunk is balanced 

accordingly. Some of the under-sampling based approaches in the literature are discussed below. 

 

Vahida Attar et. al(2010)  proposed another algorithm to deal with skewed data streams. They used clustering 

sampling algorithm to deal with skewed data streams. Sampling was carried out by using k-means algorithm to form 

clusters of negative examples in the current training chunk and then they used the centroid of each of the clusters 

formed to represent each of those clusters. Number of clusters formed were equal to the number of positive examples in 

current training batch and thus current training batch was updated by taking all positive examples along with centroid 

of the clusters of negative samples.   
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III. FLOWCHART 

 

Fig. 2 Flowchart 

IV. PSEUDO CODE 

Step1 Collect the central repository of the Airlines data. 

Step2 Perform the classification of the dataset items. 

Step3 Perform the balancing of the dataset items. 

Step4 Checks for class balance. 

Step5 Represents the balanced classes. 

V. ALGORITHM 

Step1 Collect the data from the dataset repository. This dataset will be regarding the Airlines data. 

Step2 Classify the data into multiple classes. One class can be of late flights and one class is of the on time flights. 

Step3 Check for the classes size. If the class size has large differentials then  goto step4 else goto step 6 

Step4 Take oversampling of the dataset items. Put data in to the minority class for balancing the minority class. 

Step5 Perform the representation of the balanced data classification for the analysis purpose. 

Step6 End 
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VI. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 

6.1 Performance parameters 

6.1.1 AUC(Area Under Curve). 

That’s the whole point of using AUC - it considers all possible thresholds. Various thresholds result in different true 

positive/false positive rates. As you decrease the threshold, you get more true positives, but also more false positives. 

The relation between them can be plotted: 

6.1.2. G-Mean. 

Analysis of data or data analytics, is a process of inspecting, cleansing, transforming, and modeling data with the goal 

of discovering useful information, suggesting conclusions, and supporting decision-making. Data analysis has multiple 

facets and approaches, encompassing diverse techniques under a variety of names, in different business, science, and 

social science domains 

6.2 Dataset Of Airlines 

CO, 269, SFO, IAH, 3, 15 , 205, 1 

US, 1558, PHX, CLT, 3, 15 , 222, 1 

AA, 2400, LAX, DFW, 3, 20 , 165, 1 

AA, 2466, SFO, DFW, 3, 20 , 195, 1 

AS, 108, ANC, SEA, 3, 30 , 202, 0 

CO, 1094, LAX, IAH, 3, 30 , 181, 1 

DL, 1768, LAX, MSP, 3, 30 , 220, 0 

DL, 2722, PHX, DTW, 3, 30 , 228, 0 

DL, 2606, SFO, MSP, 3, 35 , 216, 1 

AA, 2538, LAS, ORD, 3, 40 , 200, 1 

CO, 223, ANC, SEA, 3, 49 , 201, 1 

DL, 1646, PHX, ATL, 3, 50 , 212, 1 

DL, 2055, SLC, ATL, 3, 50 , 210, 0 
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6.3 G-Mean Comparison of Imbalanced data and balanced Data Stream 

 

Fig. 3 G-Mean Comparison 

This snapshot shows the G-mean Comparison of the Imbalanced and Balanced data Stream. The G-mean  for the 

imbalanced data stream is lower compared to the balanced data Stream. That means G-Mean is improving for Balanced 

data Stream. 

5.4 AUC(Area Under Curve) Comparison 

 

Fig. 4  AUC Comparison 

This graph shows the AUC for both Imbalanced data Stream and balanced data Stream. The Area under Curve covers 

more area in Balanced data Stream compared to balanced data Stream. This will enhance the results. For Balanced data 

Stream. 

VII. CONCLUSION 

Data is the important component for any organization decision making purposes. Various applications are producing 

the multimedia data in millions of bytes. For better analysis of the data there requires better data mining techniques. 

These techniques will extract the relevant data from the large repository. But while analysis the datasets there can be 

misclassification of the data items. One class can have large data compared to the other class. Like in current research 

the late flights has substantially lower amount of data compared to  on-time flights data.  It in results leads to the poor 

analysis. The oversampling technique is the best technique for balance the minority class. Both classes then will be 
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having balanced classes. All the performance factors like G-mean and AUC(Area under Curve) are giving better results 

compared to imbalanced classes. 

VIII. FUTURE WORK 

Current research is based on balancing of the imbalanced classes. The imbalance is to the data size of the classes comes 

after the classification of the dataset items. In future Fuzzy based technique can be used for balancing the classes for 

better performance  in terms of processing time. 
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